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Marmalade SDK Mobile Game Development EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2012

	Modern mobile devices are capable of supporting video games of amazing quality but there are so many different devices and platforms how can you support them all? The answer is to use the Marmalade SDK to write your code once and deploy it to all popular mobile platforms at the touch of a button.


	Marmalade SDK Mobile Game...
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Adobe Dreamweaver CS5.5 Studio Techniques: Designing and Developing for Mobile with jQuery, HTML5, and CSS3Adobe Press, 2011

	Don’t be fooled. Although the .5 might give the impression that Dreamweaver CS5.5 is a point release, it’s anything but. Dreamweaver engineers have packed a stunning amount of new features into this version. To mention just a few, there’s code hinting for the popular jQuery JavaScript library, the ability to see what pages...
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Computer Vision Systems: 8th International Conference, ICVS 2011, Sophia Antipolis, France, September 20-22, 2011, ProceedingsSpringer, 2011


	Computer Vision is the science and technology of machines that see. The dominant

	scientific conferences in computer vision, such as ICCV, CVPR and ECCV,

	concentrate on theories and models for obtaining information from images and

	image sequences. The intensely competitive nature of these conferences leaves

	little room to...
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High Impact Data Visualization with Power View, Power Map, and Power BIApress, 2014

	High Impact Data Visualization with Power View, Power Map, and Power BI helps you take business intelligence delivery to a new level that is interactive, engaging, even fun, all while driving commercial success through sound decision-making. Learn to harness the power of Microsoft’s flagship, self-service business intelligence...
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Badass: Making Users AwesomeO'Reilly, 2015

	
		Note for ebook customers: The design and layout of this book play a key role in conveying the author's message. When creating the ebooks, we've tried to keep the look and feel of the print edition, but this means that not all e-reading devices will support the files. The EPUB format is optimized for iPad. The Mobi...
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Android Application Development for Java ProgrammersCengage Learning, 2012

	We are witnessing an explosion in the use of handheld mobile devices worldwide. Recent polls have shown that many people own and use more than one mobile device, and some use as many as three or four. Smart phones, tablets, and handheld game devices are ubiquitous. The Android operating system (OS)--an open-source OS with Linux at its...
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10 Don'ts on Your Digital Devices: The Non-Techie's Survival Guide to Cyber Security and PrivacyApress, 2014

	In nontechnical language and engaging style, 10 Don’ts on Your Digital Devices explains to non-techie users of PCs and handheld devices exactly what to do and what not to do to protect their digital data from security and privacy threats at home, at work, and on the road. These include chronic threats such as malware and...
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Practical Web DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2015

	Learn CSS, JavaScript, PHP, and more with this vital guide to modern web development


	About This Book

	
		Explore how the web is built from its foundations – learn everything from basic HTML through to JavaScript, PHP and beyond
	
		Discover the latest trends in modern web development and...
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Rethinking the Internet of Things: A Scalable Approach to Connecting EverythingApress, 2013

	Apress is proud to announce that Rethinking the Internet of Things was a 2014 Jolt Award Finalist, the highest honor for a programming book. And the amazing part is that there is no code in the book.


	Over the next decade, most devices connected to the Internet will not be used by people in the familiar way that personal...
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OpenGL InsightsAK Peter, 2012

	OpenGL is not a single API anymore. OpenGL has involved into a family of APIs, with OpenGL, OpenGL ES, and WebGL being closely related siblings that enable application developers to write and deploy graphics applications on a wide variety of platforms and operating systems. OpenGL has become an ecosystem; 3D graphics is truly everywhere now....
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Java™ for Programmers (2nd Edition) (Deitel Developer Series)Prentice Hall, 2011

	Welcome to Java—the world’s most widely used computer programming language. In this
	book, you’ll learn object-oriented programming—today’s key programming methodology.


	You’ll create and work with many software objects in this text.


	Java is the preferred language for meeting many...
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Adobe Flash CS6 RevealedCengage Learning, 2012

	ADOBE FLASH CS6 REVEALED introduces Adobe Flash CS6 Professional, the industry-standard software for developing interactive experiences on the Web, desktops, mobile devices, and tablets. Following an overview of Flash fundamentals, the book progresses to individual Flash skills, such as drawing, animation, special effects, audio, video, and...
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